Abstract. We discuss two methods to estimate black hole (BH) masses using X-ray data only: from the X-ray variability amplitude and from the photon index Γ. The first method is based on the anti-correlation between BH mass and X-ray variability amplitude. Using a sample of AGN with BH masses from reverberation mapping, we show that this method shows small intrinsic scatter. The second method is based on the correlation between Γ and both the Eddington ratio L bol /L Edd and the bolometric correction L bol /L 2−10keV .
X-ray variability amplitude
The XVA σ 2 rms (also known as "excess variance") is the variance of a light curve normalized by its mean squared after correcting for experimental noise (Nandra et al. 1997; Turner et al. 1999) . For a light-curve segment with N bins:
where X i and σ i are count rates and uncertainties in each bin, and µ is the average of the count rates. There is an empirical (anti)correlation between XVA and BH masses in AGN (Lu & Yu 2001 , O'Neill et al. 2005 . To constrain this correlation, we selected and studied two (largely overlapping) AGN samples with X-ray observations longer than 40 ks: one sample with BH masses derived from reverberation mapping, and the other from the M BH -σ * relation (see for details). We found that the intrinsic dispersion of the M BH -σ 2 rms relation for the reverberation-mapped AGN is quite small, no larger than the uncertainties in the BH masses:
A similar result was independently obtained by Ponti et al. (2012) . We used this relation to determine the BH mass in the Seyfert galaxies MCG-6-30-15 and 1H0707−495, using archival XMM-Newton data. We obtained BH masses of (2.6 ± 0.5) × 10 6 M ⊙ and (6.8 ± 0.7) × 10 5 M ⊙ , respectively . The XVA derived from multiple XMM-Newton observations changes by a factor of 2-3. This means that the uncertainty in the BH mass from a single observation is slightly worse than that from the reverberation mapping or the stellar velocity dispersion methods. However, if the XVA randomly scatters around the true value for the power spectral density (PSD), the mean XVA of many data segments reduces the error (Vaughan et al. 2003) . We conclude that the XVA might be a better BH mass estimator than the virial method. et al. 2006) ; however, we found that there is no or very weak correlation between XVA andṁ, confirming the findings of O'Neill et al. (2005) . This suggests that the normalization of the PSD varies withṁ in a way that compensates for the break-frequency dependence onṁ.
Finally, we point out that our sample of AGN is skewed towards BHs with low mass and high Eddington rates. In forthcoming work, we will explore: where the relation saturates at the low-mass end (Ai et al. 2011) ; how it may extend to very-low-luminosity nuclear BHs in normal galaxies; and whether it may be used to estimate BH masses in ultraluminous X-ray sources (ULXs).
BH mass estimates from Γ and L 2−10keV
X-ray spectral studies of accreting BHs show a correlation between the photon index Γ of the power-law component and the Eddington ratio. Specifically, Γ varies from ≈ 2.5 for −2 ∼ L bol /L Edd ∼ 1. We determined Γ by fitting their XMM-Newton/EPIC spectra in the 2-10 keV range. We selected only radio-quiet AGN, because beaming in radio-loud sources may affect measurements of the intrinsic value of Γ. All sources have BH masses from reverberation mapping, and L bol estimated from simultaneous X-ray, UV and optical data. We obtain:
The correlation (2.2) appears stronger than (2.1) (see also Jin et al. 2012) . In forthcoming work, we shall compare these correlations with those inferred from high-redshift AGN, to check for evolutionary effects in AGN spectral properties. Assuming no evolutionary effect, we can use (2.1,2.2) to determine BH masses in AGN for which we know the X-ray luminosity. We estimate a mean uncertainty in the BH mass of a factor of 2 or 3 (Shemmer et al. 2008) . We shall also explore the Γ versus L bol /L Edd correlation for L bol /L Edd 1, with possible applications to ULXs and quasars.
